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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Passwords are difficult to remember, and users have many accounts that
require passwords. This causes users to choose memorable but weak
passwords and then reuse them, which creates major security problems.
We propose a method for users to only need to remember one password that
they use to access all their other passwords from any device at any time.

APPROACH

BENEFITS

Master passphrase

• Stateless

1. User chooses 4 words
2. We give them 1 word
3. Check the strength of the
whole passphrase with
Monte Carlo method [1]
This approach maximizes
memorability while ensuring
sufficient strength against
attackers.
chosen by user

generated randomly

• Accessible from anywhere
• Passwords are never stored

• Password manager

• Never forget passwords or have to write
them down

• OnePass

• As little memorization as possible
• Symbol inclusion
• State of the art master password quality
control
• User-tested

masterpass = f(word1, word2, word3, word4, word5)
password = g(masterpass, site, symbols, counter)
default = True

default = 1

RELATED WORK

Sub-password

• Generated with PBKDF2-HMAC, SHA-256
• Automatically includes uppercase,
lowercase, digits,
and symbols
• Can turn off
symbols [2] or
change counter
• 14 characters
long
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Usability testing

• Amazon Mechanical Turk testing for master password
memorability, overall usability
• Two-part study includes week-later evaluation of
memorability
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